
 
 

 
 

SALTBUSTER 
AUTO-MIX UNIT OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 

 
The AUTOMIX SALTBUSTER UNIT is designed for use with SALTBUSTER to flush salt deposits from 
inside engines and for rinsing down larger areas such as boats, trailers, vehicles, homes, etc. The AUTO-
MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT is made of brass for durability and is easy to use. The AUTO-MIX 
SALTBUSTER UNIT works with any garden hose. We recommend using a hose that is from 25 feet to 50 
feet in length. The advantage of the AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT over hose end units is that the 
AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT provides a CONSTANT FLOW of 8 ounces of SALTBUSTER per gallon 
of water! Hose end units are prone to emptying the chemical cup quickly and then allowing only fresh 
water to run through your hose. 
 
DIRECTIONS FOR USE:  Attach the AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT directly to the faucet and attach 
your garden hose to the AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT.  Drop the clear siphon hose into your container 
of SALTBUSTER, attach a spray nozzle or motor flush unit to the end of your garden hose and you are 
ready to use SALTBUSTER for flushing your boat engine or rinsing down larger areas. 
 
FOR USE WITH MOTOR FLUSH UNITS:  After following the above directions, attach motor flush unit to 
outboard engine or outdrive per manufacturers directions. Turn water on first and then start engine. Run 
engine on FAST IDLE for 15 —  30 seconds after water starts coming out water exhaust port 
(SALTBUSTER solution will be slightly sudsy). Shut off motor and then shut off water source. If you 
engine does not need to be running for flushing, or you are flushing trailer brakes or personal water craft, 
follow directions for flushing. 
 
FOR USE ON BOATS, BOAT TRAILERS, VEHICLES, HOUSES, MOTOR/MOBILE HOMES, ETC:  
Attach standard nozzle to garden hose after connecting AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT to faucet per 
above instructions. Using a WIDE ANGLE spray, rinse all surfaces THOROUGHLY starting at the top and 
working your way down. Make sure to get undersides of all vehicles and equipment. The uniqueness of 
the AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT means that ANY direction the nozzle is turned, you will be applying 
the proper dilution of SALTBUSTER to the surface! Use SALTBUSTER every time your equipment 
comes in contact with salt or saltwater, OR, on periodic basis as part of a preventive maintenance 
program for your vehicle, motor/mobile home, boat/trailer, etc. SALTBUSTER and the AUTO-MIX 
SALTBUSTER UNIT are EXCELLENT for use after coastal storms for rinsing down HOMES, MOTELS, 
AIR CONDITIONERS, etc. to remove salt buildup. 
 
The AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT has an automatic safety valve to prevent chemicals from sucking 
back into the water system. Clean unit after each use with clear water to keep metering tip clear and 
properly working. Do NOT disassemble unit! INNOVATIVE CHEMICALS, INC. assumes NO liability for 
misuse of product or the AUTO-MIX SALTBUSTER UNIT. 
 
ORDERING:  Order your AUTOMIX-UNIT online at www.saltx.com or call us at 540-720-8400. 
 
NOTE:   PLEASE SPECIFY SALTBUSTER UNIT WHEN RE-ORDERING! 


